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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

No  one  can  fool  mother  nature  but  we  can  learn  from  her, device  many  new  methodologies  through  bio
mimicry,  since  nature  is  the  single  and  most  complex  system  that  has  been  field  tested  the  longest.  Being
inspired  by  the  mechanism  through  which  our  mother  nature  handling  our blood  sugar  level,  in this  paper
we  proposed  a  new  evolutionary  algorithm  for classification  based  on it. In this  process  we  have  identified
that  feature  selection  plays  a vital  role  in  deciding  the  performance  behaviour  of  classifiers  and  an  efficient
feature or  attribute  selection  can  considerably  augment  the  classification  accuracy  as  well as  reduces  the
run time  of  the  algorithm.  The  paper  describes  the  philosophy  of optimum  blood  sugar  controlling  strategy
being implemented  in  optimizing  the feature  selection  and  precision  process  of  the  classifier  in  the form
of an  algorithm.  The  efficiency  of  proposed  algorithm  is demonstrated  experimentally  on  classifying
the  Iris  dataset  and  Wine  recognition  dataset  together  with  our  laboratory  generated  humanoid  robot
dataset.

© 2012  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Statistical learning theory (SLT) is receiving much attention by
research community in recent years. This learning theory is also
endowed with the supervised learning paradigm to study and solve
the problems of varying nature in real world. The main charac-
teristic of supervised learning is that in this learning paradigm in
order to perform a given task on a number of input–output pairs, a
machine requires training rather than programming. Further, it is
worthwhile to mention that within the purview of this paradigm,
training is analogous to define a function in such a manner which
can define the input–output relation in a best possible ways. SLT
also emphasizes on the fact that how can the chosen function be
generalized. Moreover, this chosen function must have the ability
to estimates the output for previously unseen inputs up to a satis-
factory extent. Further, a term loss function is defined in SLT which
estimates and measures the goodness of predicted output for previ-
ously unseen input. This loss function also measure the quantum of
error or risk associated with an estimator and thus the loss function
provides help in selection of efficient estimator i.e., the estimator
with which the risk involved is least. There is plethora of works
in literature which suggests that how can one avoid or mitigate
different emerging problems related with the empirical risk. Fur-
ther, there is abundance of research material in literature which
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equipped us to deal with the problems arises because of the over
fitting, i.e., trying to put the empirical risk very near to zero and not
allowing the expected risk to become large.

There are so many techniques which can accomplish this task
e.g., stochastic, zero order search technique like evolutionary algo-
rithms are efficient global optimizers which can maintain the
empirical risk at minimum and at the same time avoids the prob-
lems created because of over fitting. However, the main drawback
of these methods is that they require numerous evaluations of
candidate solutions. The problem of numerous evaluations can
substantially be reduced by applying the meta-models. The use
of meta-models also provides trade-off with the accuracy of the
results. These meta-models can be used to replace expensive func-
tion and thus, render the computation extensively cheaper [1–3].
The building of such meta-model also requires the use of regression
and interpolation tools. However, accuracy of the results is a major
risk involved in use of meta-models [4–7].

The use of approximate model commenced in sixties [8].
The most widely used approximate models are Response surface
methodology [9],  Krieging models [10] and artificial neural network
models [11]. The levels of approximation in approximate model
paradigm are of different types such as problem approximation,
functional approximation and evolutionary approximation. It also
depends on model incorporation mechanism and model manage-
ment techniques [7].

Moreover, the properties related to the convergence of approx-
imate fitness have also been analysed on the basis of evolutionary
algorithm [5,6]. Further, the false optima preluded by approxi-
mate model are responsible for causing of imprecise convergence.

1568-4946/$ – see front matter © 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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In addition to this, two controlled evolution strategies have been
introduced to overcome this drawback. In one approach, the off-
spring can be evaluated in priori by approximate model and
subsequently this (pre) evaluation can be used for obtaining the
most deserving solutions. However, it is not clear that how opti-
mal  fractional of the new individuals decides the true evaluation
[12]. In an alternative approach, the optimum is first searched on
the model and the optimum thus obtained is then evaluated on
the objective function and added to the training data of the model
[12–14]. In [5] one another approach which requires the use of reg-
ularization technique to eliminate the false minima is proposed. It
become obvious from extensive literature survey that approximate
models may  be one of the most significant approach to make the
use of evolutionary computation to make it viable to solve the real
world problems, especially-

1. When the fitness computation is complex and time taking.
2. When the model for fitness computation is obscure.
3. When the environmental condition of evolutionary algorithm is

noisy, etc.

In this work, we presented a blood sugar regularization based
evolutionary computation (BSREC) to address these issues. This
work also incorporates a bit essence of fuzzy rough set which is
used as an attribute or feature reduction tool in data mining task.

Rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a
brief review of related works. Section 3 presents a brief and intro-
ductory note on fuzzy rough set. Section 4 described the brief
information regarding the blood sugar regularization in human
body, basic frame work, fundamental implementation details, stop-
ping criteria and complexity of proposed algorithm. Section 5
gives the experimental analysis and discussion. Finally, concluding
remarks are summarised in Section 6.

2. Related works

One of the proposals in the literature for applying classification
techniques is the Learnable Execution Model [15]. In this approach,
individuals of a population are divided into the fittest and the less
fitted ones. The characteristics of good ones are strengthened while
bad ones are avoided. This model can be considered as a hybrid and
its approach is non–statistical which relying on traditional evolu-
tionary computation mechanisms [16].

There are several other statistical approaches that combine
statistical classifier-construction methods and evolutionary com-
putation. Examples of these are the use of decision trees [17].

The knowledge discovery from data bases is usually a multi-
phase process which may  be repeated at different stages when a
database is updated [18]. This multi-phase process is an important
methodology for the knowledge discovery from real life data [19].

Rough set theory augments the viability of knowledge discovery
from databases. It provides useful tools for exploring the patterns
hidden in data in many aspects [20–24].  It can be used in dif-
ferent phases of the knowledge discovery process like attribute
selection, attribute extraction, data reduction and decision rule
generation [25]. Moreover, recent advancement in rough set the-
ory have introduced new methods of decomposition of large data
sets, data mining distributed in multi agent based environments
and granular computing [26–29].

3. Fuzzy rough sets

In this section, we will briefly summarize the rough sets and
fuzzy rough sets.

Rough sets mainly deals with information systems. We  can
define information system as a pair INF = (U, A), where, U = {u1,
. . .,  un} is a non-empty finite set of objects and A = {a1, . . .,  am}
is a finite set of attributes. Let B be a set of attributes such that
B ⊆ A. We  can associate a binary relation IND(B), which is known as
B-indiscernibility relation and defined as IND(B) = {(u, v) ∈ U × U :
a(u) = a(v), ∀a ∈ B}. The IND(B) is an equivalence relation i.e., reflex-
ive, symmetric and transitive. Further, IND(B) = ∩ a∈BIND({a}). Let
[u]B denotes the equivalence class of IND(B) including u. For S ⊆ U,
sets {u ∈ U : [u]B ⊆ S} and {u ∈ U : [u]B ∩ S /= �} are called B-lower
and B-upper approximation of S in A respectively, and they are
denoted as B-S and B̄S.

A decision system is a pair DEC = (U, A ∪ {D}), where D is called
the decision attributes, and attributes in A are called conditional
attributes.

However, these crisp rough sets can only tackle the databases
with symbolic values. In order to handle databases with real num-
ber values, crisp rough sets and fuzzy sets are combined together
which, in turn, generates the fuzzy rough sets [30–34].  In fuzzy
rough sets a fuzzy T-similarity reduction is employed to char-
acterize the similar degree between two objects instead of the
equivalence relation in the crisp rough sets.

The concept of fuzzy rough set was first proposed in [35,36].  In
[33] the fuzzy rough sets were generalized from max, min  to a bor-
der implicator and a t-norm T with respect to a fuzzy equivalence
relation.

The detailed studies of fuzzy rough sets are given in [37] and
it is proved that these fuzzy rough sets have a structure of lattice.
Further, the relationship with fuzzy topology is also examined in
[37].

4. Blood sugar regularization

Blood sugar levels are synergistically regulated by the hybrid
action of pancreas and liver to keep the body in homeostasis i.e., in
metabolically balanced state. Mainly, there are two types of cells
in pancreas. One is known as the alpha cells while another one is
known as the beta cells. These cells of pancreas play a vital role
in regulating and monitoring the glucose level in the blood. If the
blood glucose level falls below a certain level, which is dangerous to
human body, the alpha cells of the pancreas release glucagon. The
glucagon is a hormone which stimulates the liver cells for increas-
ing the blood sugar level. The glucagon converts glycogen of liver
into glucose. This process is termed as glycogenolysis in physiology.
This glucose is released in to the blood stream and thus increases
blood sugar level optimally.

Contrary to this, when level of blood sugar rises up, whether
because of the glycogenolysis i.e., conversion of glycogen in to glu-
cose or because of the digestion of meal, a different hormone is
released from beta cells of the pancreas. This hormone is known
as insulin. This insulin again stimulates the liver cells to convert
excess of glucose into glycogen. This process is known as glycoge-
nesis and allows the body cells to take up glucose from the blood
stream and thus get the blood sugar level optimally down.

4.1. Basic algorithm structure

The proposed BSREC framework is introduced in the context of
data classification problem. Fig. 1 schematically presents the algo-
rithm. Let �, � be the min–max value of the sugar level in blood.

4.2. The implementation of the BSREC framework

We use a sample table shown in Table 1 to illustrate the idea.
The detailed implementation of the BSREC framework is as given
below. We  will implement this framework for data classification.
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     /*The basic algorithm for the BSREC framework */ 
   Procedure BSREC_I 

{    { 
      { 
     Initialize population matrix and  
     set  ξμ ,
     call actual function evolution 
     call procedure BSREC 
    while (sug -level < ξ ) 

{   { 

     select α-cells of pancreas 
     If (α-cells secretion = glucagon) then 
     { 
     call liver to convert glycogen into glucose 
      } 
  } 
    rank sug -level based on fitness 
    get the best solution 
 /* This procedure estimates the multiple models from the    
         Dataset   */     
  Procedure BSREC_II 
      { 

Initialize data set = population in current generation   
with      fitness resulting from actual evolution 

  while (sug -level >μ) 
     { 
  select β-cells of pancreas 
   If (β-cells secretion = Insulin) then  
      { 
   call liver to convert glucose into glycogen 
        } 
    rank sug -level based on fitness 
    get the best solution 
      } 
  } 
  /* This procedure selects the most likely model for each     
        member of the population  */       
  Procedure const -rule-base 
  { 
    while (sug -level<=μ  && sug -level >= ξ ) 
       { 
         determine appropriate IF_THEN rule for the  
         given test sample 
        } 
       } 
      } 

Fig. 1. BSREC algorithm.

Table 1
Sample table.

Classes Attributes

A B C D

X 4.6 3.4 1.4 0.3
X  5.0 2.9 1.5 0.2
X  5.8 4.0 1.2 0.2
X  5.1 3.7 1.5 0.4
X  4.3 3.0 1.1 0.1
Y  6.5 2.8 4.6 1.5
Y  4.9 2.4 3.3 1.9
Y 5.2  2.7 3.9 1.8
Y  5.0 2.0 3.5 1.0
Y  6.3 3.3 6.0 2.5
Z  5.6 2.8 4.9 2.0
Z  6.2 2.8 4.8 1.8
Z  5.9 3.0 5.1 2.5
Z 5.8  2.7 1.5 1.9
Z  6.9 3.2 5.7 2.3

Table 2
Sample table after step I.

Class Attributes

A min–max B min–max C min–max D min–max

X 4.3–5.8 2.9–4.0 1.1–1.5 0.1–0.4
Y  4.9–6.5 2.0–3.3 3.3–6.0 1.0–2.5
Z 5.6–6.9 2.7–3.2 1.5–5.7 1.8–2.3

Step One: Find the min–max of each and every attribute in a
given data set which is to be classified. This step is motivated
by the fact that blood contains many attributes with almost fixed
min–max values.

Step Two: Find the deserving attributes i.e., the attributes in
which the classification capacity is maximal. This step is inspired
by the fact that the sugar attribute of blood possess the highest
capacity to activate the alpha and beta cells of the pancreas.

For the given sample, it is explicit from Table 2 that attribute D
is suitable attribute because it can separate the class X easily and
we can construct the following decision rules at this stage.

If D is less than 1.0 then class X.
If D is >=1.0 &&<=1.7 then class Y.
If D is >=2.4 then class Y.

Step Three: Leave the classes out which can be separated by step
two e.g., if the blood sugar falls to dangerous level i.e., less than 90
(approx), the alpha cells of the pancreas start playing its role. On
the other hand, if blood sugar level rises above the pre-decided max
level i.e., 150 (approx), the beta cells of pancreas become activated.

Step Four: If the deserving attribute obtained in step two possess
a value residing between the min–max range and this deserving
attribute alone cannot decide whether alpha or beta cells of pan-
creas would play their role, we  have to select the values of any other
suitable attributes in addition to attributes of step two. This step
is inspired by the fact that when blood sugar level is in between
min–max value i.e., 90–150, some other attributes in addition to
sugar would used to decide whether alpha are beta cells of the
pancreas be activated.

From Table 2, it can be observed that attribute D ranges from
1.8 to 2.3 is common in both the classes Y and Z. So, we must have
to select any other attribute also to classify the class Y and Z. Let
us suppose, we are taking attribute C in addition to attribute D for
classifying the classes given in Table 1. Therefore, we can construct
following more rules.

If Dis 1.8 and C is 4.8 then class Z otherwise class Y.
If D is 1.9 and C is 1.5 then class Z otherwise class Y.
If D is 2.0 or 2.3 then class Z.

Step Five: Construct if-then rules by using the attributes obtained
in step two and step four.

For this sample table the total number of rules required for clas-
sification of classes X, Y and Z is given below.

1. If D is less than 1.0 then class X.
2. If D is >=1.0 && <=1.7 then class Y.
3. If D is >=2.4 then class Y.
4. If D is 1.8 and C is 4.8 then class Z otherwise class Y.
5. If D is 1.9 and C is 1.5 then class Z otherwise class Y.
6. If D is 2.0 or 2.3 then class Z.

Step Six:  Separate the classes with the help of if-then rules
obtained in step five.
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4.3. Stopping criteria of BSREC algorithm

In general, BSREC algorithm cannot be shown to converge, and
there is no well-defined criterion which can decides to stop its oper-
ation. However, there are some reasonable criteria, each with its
own merit, which may  be used to terminate proliferation of the
classification rules. To formulate such a convergence criterion, it is
logical to think in terms of the min–max values of the attributes.
Each attribute in general provides two classification rules; one that
is associated with min  value and another one are associated with
max  value. Accordingly, we may  formulate a sensible convergence
criterion for BSREC algorithm as follows:

The BSREC algorithm is considered to have converged when
we mine the classification rules related to min–max values of all
the attributes and also constructed the IF-THEN rules for those
instances which are still uncovered by the classification rules
obtained from the attributes min–max values. The drawback of this
convergence criterion is that, for getting the adequate classification
rules from the training dataset, learning times may  be long.

We  cannot provide any mathematical proof for convergence
of BSREC algorithm at this stage. However, one another criterion
for convergence which we experienced during our experimental
analysis may  be such that:

When we  mine the classification rules related to min–max value
of each attributes and a fixed percentage of instances in a given
population matrix have been covered, it can be assumed that con-
vergence is attained. The fixed percentage may  be 70–75%.

There is another useful and effective theoretical criterion for
convergence. In this convergence strategy, after each learning
iteration from training dataset, the algorithm is tested for its gener-
alization performance over the testing dataset. The learning process
is stopped when the generalization performance become adequate,
or when it is apparent that the generalization has attained its peak
value.

Let P, Q be the number of instances and attributes in a given
dataset respectively. As per our preceding discussion, it is apparent
that each attribute in general will produce two classification rules.
One is associated with the min  value and another one is associated
with its max  value. Therefore, total number of classification rules
thus obtained is 2Q. Further, many instances of the dataset will
repeatedly be classified by these classification rules. Therefore, if
we ignore the superfluous classification rules, the effective classi-
fication rules will be less than 2Q. However, we  need some extra
IF-THEN rules for those instances which are still uncovered. These
extra IF-THEN rules are almost equal to or less than those super-
fluous classification rules which we ignored out. That’s why, as a
thumb rule we can say that the total number of classification rules
required ≤2Q.

Moreover, in any dataset P > Q and therefore, we  can say that
the total number of classification rules required is substantially less
than the number of instances in that dataset and thus the parsimony
principle will be satisfied.

4.4. Sample complexity

In learning theory, an issue of particular interest with practi-
cal implication is the issue of sample complexity. The emphasis in

this issue is given on how many random examples should be pre-
sented to the learning algorithm so that it can acquire sufficient
information to learn an unknown class chosen from the universe of
discourse, or, how large should the size N of the training set be?

The issue of sample complexity is closely related with the
Vapnic-chervonenkis (VC) dimension. Let {(xi, di)}N

i=1 be any set of
labelled examples. Let R be a set of rules over the environment.
Then, rule R is said to be consistent with the training set, if for all
1 ≤ i ≤ N we  have R(xi) = di. Now, as far as learning is concerned, it
is not the size of the set of input–output functions computable by
a learning algorithm that is crucial, but rather it is the VC dimen-
sion of the algorithms. In familiar terms, the VC dimension of the
set of classification is the maximum number of training examples
that can be learned by the machine without error for all possible
labellings of the classification functions. Thus, our proposed algo-
rithm consists of a low VC dimension that too without increase in
training error.

4.5. Computational complexity

Computational complexity is another primary concern in learn-
ing theory. This is concerned with the computational effectiveness
of a learning algorithm. Computational complexity deals with the
worst-case “running-time” needed to train a learning algorithm
for a given set of labelled examples of some finite size N. From a
theoretical perspective, running time and therefore computational
complexity, is usually measured in terms of number of operations
e.g., addition, multiplications, and storage needed to perform the
computation. In our proposed algorithm computational operations
are very less. It is only less than and greater than operations.

In assessing the computational complexity of a learning algo-
rithm, we must know that in what way it varies with the example
size m.  It should be noted that for the algorithm to be computation-
ally efficient, in this context, the running time should be O(mr) for
some fixed integer r ≥ 1. Further, in such a case, the running time
is said to increase polynomially with m,  and the algorithm itself is
termed as a polynomial time algorithm. Learning tasks performed
by a polynomial time algorithm are usually regarded as “easy” [38].
Our proposed algorithm considerably reduces the example size m
without the loss of information. Therefore, this proposed algorithm
possesses a low computational complexity.

5. Experimental results and discussion

The proposed BSREC algorithm is applied for classification of
Iris flower data set and wine recognition data set. We  have taken
these datasets from UCI machine learning repository [39]. Further,
we have generated our own  data set pertains to three robot ges-
tures namely; Bye-Bye, May-I and Traffic. We  applied our proposed
algorithm for identifying the different robot gesture.

5.1. Iris data set

The Iris flower data set or Fisher’s Iris data set is a multivari-
ate data set introduced as an example of discriminant analysis.
The data set consists of 50 samples from each of three species of
Iris flowers i.e., Iris setosa, Iris virginica, and Iris versicolor. Four

Table 3
Min–Max range for deserving attributes of Iris data set.

Classes Attributes

Sepal length min–max Sepal width min–max Petal length min–max Petal width min–max

Setosa 4.3–5.8 2.9–4.4 1.0–1.9 0.1–0.6
Versicolor 4.9–7.0 2.0–3.4 3.0–5.1 1.0–1.8
Virginica 5.6–7.9 2.2–3.8 4.5–6.9 1.4–2.5
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features are measured from each sample; these are the sepal length,
sepal width and petal length, petal width. Now, we will implement
the proposed BSREC framework for classification of Iris data set. The
min–max of each and every attribute is given in Table 3. From this
table, it is obvious that petal width is the most deserving attribute
for the classification purpose. It is because of the fact that only for
petal width ranges from 1.4 to 1.8, the classification is ambiguous
and for other values of petal width, the classes can be explicitly clas-
sified. Therefore, as per our proposed BSREC framework, we have
to take some other suitable attributes also along with petal width
ranges from 1.4 to 1.8 for constructing the if-then rules. We con-
structed eight if-then rules which are sufficient to produce 100%
correct classification of Iris data set. The constructed if-then rules
are given below.

1. If petal width is 0.1 to 0.6 then Setosa.
2. If  petal width is 1.0 to 1.3 then Versicolor.
3. If petal width is 1.9 to 2.5 then Virginica.
4. If petal width is 1.4 and sepal width is 2.6 or petal length is 5.6 then

Virginica otherwise Versicolor.
5.  If petal width is 1.6 and sepal length is 7.2 or sepal width is 3.0 or

petal length is 5.8 then virginica otherwise Versicolor.
6. If petal width is 1.7 and sepal length is 4.9 or sepal width is 2.5 or

petal length is 4.5 then Virginica otherwise Versicolor.
7. If petal width is 1.5 and petal length greater than equal to 5.0 then

Virginica otherwise Versicolor.
8.  If petal width is 1.8 and sepal length is 5.9 and sepal width is 3.2

and petal length is 4.8 then versicolor otherwise Virginica.

5.2. Wine recognition data set

These data are the results of a chemical analysis of wines grown
in the same region in Italy but derived from three different cultivars.
The analysis determined the quantities of 13 constituents found in
each of the three types of wine. There are three classes in this data

Table 4
Min–max range for deserving attributes of wine recognition.

Classes Attributes nos.

7 min–max 11 min–max 12 min–max

1. 2.19–3.93 0.82–1.28 2.51–4.0
2.  0.57–3.75 0.69–1.45 1.59–3.69
3.  0.34–1.57 0.48–0.96 1.27–2.47

set and the number of instances in class 1, 2, and 3 are 59, 71 and
48 respectively. The number of attributes for each instance is 13.
We have again implemented the proposed BSREC framework for
classification of wine recognition data set. The min–max of each
and every attribute has been computed. Some important deserv-
ing attributes are given in Table 4. From this table, it is obvious
that attribute-7 is the most deserving attribute for the classifica-
tion purpose. It is also explicit that for the attribute-7 ranges from
0.57 to 1.57 and 2.19 to 3.75, we  must also have some other suitable
attributes for construction purposes of if-then rules. Therefore, we
have taken attribute-10 and attribute-11.

The entire step-by-step procedures are illustrated in the flow
chart given in Fig. 2. The required twelve numbers of if-then rules
and the flow chart are sufficient to produce 100% classification of
wine recognition data set.

1. If attribute-7 is 2.53 and attribute-10 is less than 4 then class-2
otherwise class-1.

2. If attribute-7 is 2.65 and attribute-10 is less than 5 then class-2
otherwise class-1.

3. If attribute-7 is 2.79 and attribute-10 is less than 6 then class-2
otherwise class-1.

4. If attribute-7 is 2.92 and attribute-10 is less than 6 then class-2
otherwise class-1.

5. If attribute-7 is 2.99 and attribute-10 is less than 5 then class-2
otherwise class-1.

Fig. 2. Flow chart for wine recognition data set.
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Table  5
Five-fold cross validation of BSREC for Iris data set.

1 2 3 4 5 Average (%)

Training pattern 120 120 120 120 120 120
Testing patterns 30 30 30 30 30 30
Misclassification (testing) 0 1 2 1 1 1
Recognition rate (testing) (%) 100 96.60 93.30 96.60 96.60 96.62

Fig. 3. Bye-Bye gesture of robot.

6. If attribute-7 is 3.03 and attribute-10 is less than 5 then class-2
otherwise class-1.

7. If attribute-7 is 3.15 and attribute-10 is less than 7 then class-2
otherwise class-1.

8. If attribute-11 is 0.7 and attribute-10 is less than 5 then class-2
otherwise class-3.

9. If attribute-11 is 0.73 and attribute-10 is less than 7 then class-2
otherwise class-3.

10. If attribute-11 is 0.75 and attribute-10 is less than 3 then class-2
otherwise class-3.

11. If attribute-11 is 0.89 and attribute-10 is less than 4 then class-2
otherwise class-3.

12. If attribute-11 is 0.96 and attribute-10 is less than 5 then class-2
otherwise class-3.

Further, in order to evaluate the performance behaviour of our
proposed algorithm for unforeseen data, we did a 5-fold cross val-
idation. In this 5-fold cross validation, the datasets are divided
in to five disjoint subsets. Each time, we select one of the five
subsets as the testing set and remaining four subsets are used as
training sets. Then the average errors across all five trials are com-
puted. This five-fold cross validation for Iris dataset is shown in
Tables 5 and 6 represents the five-fold cross validation of Wine
recognition dataset. It is obvious from Tables 5 and 6 that the recog-
nition rate for previously unseen data of Iris dataset it is 96.62%.
Similarly for Wine dataset, it is 97.31%.

5.3. Robot gesture identification

We  have also generated our own data set for different ges-
ture of robot. Experiments have been carried out on HOAP-2
robot. Its weight is 7 kg and standing height is 50 cm tall. We
took three gestures namely Bye-Bye, Traffic and May-I shown
in Figs. 3–5 respectively. The different attributes of each gesture

Fig. 4. Traffic gesture of robot.

are R LEGJOINT(1),R LEGJOINT(2), R LEGJOINT(3),R LEGJOINT(4),
R LEGJOINT(5),R LEGJOINT(6),R ARMJOINT(1),R ARMJOINT(2),
R ARMJOINT(3),R ARMJOINT(4),LLEG JOINT(1),LLEG JOINT(2),
LLEG JOINT(3),LLEG JOINT(4),LLEG JOINT(5),LLE
LLEG JOINT(6),LARM JOINT(1),LARM JOINT(2),
LARM JOINT(3),LARM JOINT(4),BODY JOINT(1). We  have cre-
ated 20 files related to each gesture and each file contains all
most 4000 instances of these attributes. Since data are huge so we
converted these data in to rule base for each gesture. The rule base
for each gesture is given below.

Rule-base for Bye-Bye:

1. If number of iteration is <=400 then R ARMJOINT(1) = 18810.
2. If number of iteration is 401<=&&=<2024 then

{R ARMJOINT(1)}n+1 = 18798−12n.
3.  If number of iteration is 2025<=&&=<4300 then

{R ARMJOINT(1)} = −690.

Fig. 5. May-I gesture of robot.

Table 6
Five-fold cross validation of BSREC for Wine data set.

1 2 3 4 5 Average (%)

Training pattern 136 144 144 144 144 142.4
Testing patterns 42 34 34 34 34 35.6
Misclassification (testing) 5 4 2 5 3 3.8
Recognition rate (testing) (%) 96.32 97.22 98.61 96.52 97.91 97.31
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4. If number of iteration is <=1968 then R ARMJOINT(2) = 0.
5. If number of iteration is 1968<=&&<=2551 then

{R ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = −12−12n.
6. If number of iteration is 2552<=&&<=3136 then

{R ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = −6996+12n.
7. If number of iteration is 3137<=&&<=3721 then

{R ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = −12n.
8. If number of iteration is 3722<=&&<=4297 then

{R ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = −6996+12n.
9. If number of iteration is 4298<=&&<=4300 then

{R ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = −48.
10. If number of iteration is <=400 then R ARMJOINT(4) = 0.
11. If number of iteration is 401<=&&<=1819 then

{R ARMJOINT(4)}n+1 = 6+6n.
12. If number of iteration is 1820<=&&<=4300 then

{R ARMJOINT(4)} = 8514.
13. If number of iteration is 400 < &&<=4300 then

{L ARMJOINT(1)} = −18810.
14. If number of iteration is > 400 then L ARMJOINT(1) = −18810 &&

R ARMJOINT(3) = 0.
15. If number of iteration is < 400 then L ARMJOINT(1) = −18810 &&

BODY JOINT(1) = 0.

Rule-base for May-I:

1. If number of iteration is <=565 then R ARMJOINT(1) = 18810.
2. If  number of iteration is 566<=&&<=1312 then

{R ARMJOINT(1)}n+1 = 18791−19n.
3. If  number of iteration is >=1313 then R ARMJOINT(1) = 4598.
4. If number of iteration is <=400 then R ARMJOINT(3) = 0.
5. If number of iteration is 401<=&&<=924 then

{R ARMJOINT(3)}n+1 = 23+23n.
6. If number of iteration is >=925 then R ARMJOINT(3) = 12075.
7. If number of iteration is <=793 then {R ARMJOINT(4)} = 0.
8. If number of iteration is >=794 then {R ARMJOINT(4)}n+1 = 16n.
9. If number of iteration is >400 then L ARMJOINT(1) = −18810 &&

R ARMJOINT(3) /= 0.
10. If number of iteration is <=1030 then Body joint (1) = 60.
11. If number of iteration is <=400 then L ARMJOINT(1) = −18810.
12. If number of iteration is >=1031 then

{BODY JOINT(1)}n+1 = {BODY JOINT(1)}n+10.

Rule-base for traffic:

1. If number of iteration is <=400 then R ARMJOINT(1) = 18810.
2. If number of iteration is 401<=&&<=1926 then

{R ARMJOINT(1)}n+1 = 18785−25n.
3. If number of iteration is 1927<=&&<=4000 then

{R ARMJOINT(1)} = −19340.
4. If number of iteration is <=400 then {L ARMJOINT(1)} = −18810.
5. If number of iteration is 401<=&&<=1745 then

{L ARMJOINT(1)}n+1 = −18796+14n.
6. If number of iteration is 1746<=&&<=4000 then

{L AEMJOINT(1)} = 20.
7. If number of iteration is <=400 then {L ARMJOINT(2)} = 0
8. If number of iteration is 401<=&&<=1550 then

{L ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = 16+16n.
9. If number of iteration is 1551<=&&<=1599 then

{L ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = 17265+15n.
10. If number of iteration is 1600<=&&<=1692 then

{L ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = 18001+16n.
11. If number of iteration is 1693<=&&<=1705 then

{L ARMJOINT(2)} = 19473.
12. If number of iteration is 1706<=&&<=2282 then

{L ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = 19458−15n.

13.  If number of iteration is 2288<=&&<=2299 then
{L ARMJOINT(2)} = 10743.

14. If number of iteration is 2300<=&&<=2829 then
{L ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = 10759+16n.

15. If number of iteration is 2830<=&&<=2891 then
{L ARMJOINT(2)} = 19223.

16. If number of iteration is 2892<=&&<=3435 then
{L ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = 19205−18n.

17. If number of iteration is 3436<=&&<=3446 then
{L ARMJOINT(2)} = 9431.

18. If number of iteration is 3447<=&&<=4000 then
{L ARMJOINT(2)}n+1 = 9449+18n.

19. If number of iteration is <=4000 then {BODY JOINT(1)} = 0.

Now, a thorough observation of these rule base revealed the fact
that attributes L ARMJOINT(1),R ARMJOINT(3) and BODY JOINT(1)
are common in every gesture and can play vital role in data clas-
sification. Therefore, we  focused our concentration only on these
attributes and constructed the following rule-base for robot gesture
identification. The rules are given below.

1. If number of iteration is greater than 400 and
L ARMJOINT(1) = −18810 && R ARMJOINT(3) = 0 then Bye-Bye.

2. If number of iteration is greater than 400 and
L ARMJOINT(1) /= −18810 then Traffic.

3. If number of iteration is greater than 400 and
L ARMJOINT(1) = −18810 && R ARMJOINT(3) /= 0 then MAY-I.

4. If number of iteration is less than 400 and L ARMJOINT(1) = −18810
&& BODY JOINT(1) = 0 then Bye-Bye or Traffic.

5. If number of iteration is less than or equal to 400 and
L ARMJOINT(1) = −18810 && BODY JOINT(1) = 60 then MAY-I.

It should be noted that when number of iteration is less than
400, it is not possible to classify the Bye-Bye and Traffic gesture
any way  as they are displaying exactly same pose.

6. Conclusion and future work

We  have presented a rule discovery process based on the “Blood
Sugar Regularization based Evolutionary Computation”, which
combines both evolutionary computation techniques and essence
of rough set concepts in order to solve classification problems. The
theoretical foundations, generic implementation framework, stop-
ping criteria and complexity discussion have been introduced for
this new evolutionary algorithm. This paper also illustrates the clas-
sification accuracy of the algorithm in standard data set like Iris
flower data set, wine recognition data set and real data set related
to robot gesture. A five-fold cross validation of these datasets is
also preluded to show the performance behaviour of algorithm on
unforeseen data. Further, with the results of experiments on dif-
ferent dataset, this paper have shown that BSREC mimics slightly
the rough sets approach and provides higher predictive classifica-
tion accuracy with much less attributes than any other methods.
Our future work includes improving robustness of the approach
and developing algorithm which possess better adaptability with
environment for classifying more challenging and complicated data
set.
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